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Birds in the Bible (P-Z)

God created the great sea monsters and every living 
creature that moves, with which the waters swarmed 

after their kind, and every winged bird after its kind; and 
God saw that it was good. God blessed them, saying, 
"Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, 

and let birds multiply on the earth." (Gn 1:21-22)
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Birds (P-Z)

• Partridge
• Pelican
• Quail
• Raven
• Seagull
• Sparrow
• Stork
• Swallow
• Swift
• Thrush
• Vulture
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Partridge
• Partridge. From early times, the partridge has been 

a game bird as it is swift and cunning. They were 
among the clean birds. Two species, the sand 
partridge (Is 34:15, NEB) and the chukar, are 
common in Israel.

• Partridges live in fields, feeding on grain and insects. 
They usually travel in coveys of 12-30 birds. The 
bird’s meat is tasty. 

• One needs sharp eyes to spot its mottled feathers. 
When alarmed, it will hide in a hole, crouch among 
loose stones, or fly from tree to tree with loudly 
whirring wings. David compared himself to a rock 
partridge (Alectoris graeca) as he fled from Saul (1 
Sa 26:20).

• Jeremiah compared the person who gathered riches 
by unrighteous means to a partridge, which was 
supposed to rob eggs from others and hatch them 
(Je 17:11).

Sand Partridge (Ammoperdix heyi) 
Israel, Amramsin pilarit, 18.3.2004

Chukar Partridge Eilat (Elbaum)
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Pelican

• Pelican. Both Isaiah and Zephaniah linked the pelican with the hedgehog to 
describe the ruin God brings in judgment upon man's proud cities (Is 34:11; 
Zp 2:14 NAS). It would be an unsettling sight in the swampy pools of a ruined 
city.

• One of the largest web-footed birds, often reaching 2 m long with a 3m 
wingspread. In spite of its great size, it swims and flies well.

• Lives in colonies; expert at catching fish for food, using an elastic pouch on its 
beak to scoop up water along with prey. The pouch serves also as a dinner 
bowl for baby pelicans, who dip into it for a partially digested treat.

• Beautiful in flight, the pelican is a haunting, solitary figure when at rest. 
Perhaps the Psalmist had this in mind when he declared I resemble a pelican 
of the wilderness (Ps 102:6). Other EVV render the word as vulture, desert-
owl, or jackdaw.

White pelican, Eilat, Jul 2003  (Lotan)
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Quail

• Quail. In Israel, the quail is a migrating bird that arrives in droves along the 
shores of the Mediterranean. They can fly rapidly for a short time. 

• When migrating, however, they stretch their wings and allow the wind to bear 
them along. Sometimes they reach land so exhausted after their long flight 
that they can be caught by hand. Today, quails are common migrants in Eilat. 
Several birds are caught and ringed in most weeks.  

• Most of the time quail remain on the ground, scratching for food and eating 
insects. Their brown-speckled bodies are inconspicuous, but they often give 
away their presence by a shrill whistle.

• The Israelites probably ate dried, salted quail while they were enslaved by the 
Egyptians. When they longed for meat in the Sinai desert, God promised He 
would provide enough meat for a month. Then He directed thousands of quail 
to their camp, where the birds dropped in exhaustion (Nu 11:31-34; Ex 16:13; 
Ps 105:40).

Quail Coturnix coturnix 
(surfbirds.com)
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Raven

• Raven. In the Bible, raven is a catch-all term for crows, ravens, rooks, 
jackdaws, magpies, and jays. All were considered unclean (Lv 11:15). With 
a wingspread of about 1m, the raven is the largest member of this family.

• Ravens are scavenger birds that will eat almost anything. Their harsh cry 
has probably contributed to their reputation as birds of ill omen. Since they 
have keen eyes and strong wings, this may explain why the first bird Noah 
sent from the ark was a raven (Gn 8:7). 

• These birds were also known for their practice of pecking out the eyes of a 
body -- a quick way to determine whether their meal was actually dead! (Pr 
30:17).

• God feeds even young ravens (Jb 38:41). Jesus used a similar example to 
illustrate God's care (Lk 12:24). Because God sent ravens to feed Elijah, 
ravens are also associated with God's protective care (1 Ki 17:4,6). 

• Solomon brought the expression, black as a raven, into common use (SS 
5:11). 

Fan-tailed raven (Erik 
Kleyheeg) Brown-necked Raven 

(Corvus ruficollis ruficollis), 
Israel, March 1989
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Seagull

• Sea Gull. (Larus canus) in modern EVV e.g. NAS, NKJV. One of the 
unclean birds. It is very probable that the sea-gull comes closer to the bird 
intended than the other translated terms cuckoo, sea mew, or owl (Lv 
11:16; Dt 14:15).

• A sea gull is about the size of a pigeon, with long wings to swoop and 
soar gracefully on air currents. It is "slender" not "lean" as the root 
shachaph implies. However, with its stretch of wings and restless flight it 
gives this impression. Gulls gather in flocks near bodies of water and are 
common all along the Mediterranean and around the Sea of Galilee. 

• There could be two reasons why these birds were unclean:
– They are scavengers who eat garbage and carrion as well as fish and insects. 
– They are birds of such nervous energy, so exhaustless in flight, so daring in 

flying directly into the face of fierce winds, that the Muslims believed them to 
be tenanted with the souls of the damned. 

Seagull stands near water (ISI 10852/Itsik 
MaromI)
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Sparrow
• Sparrow. The Heb tsippor seems to have been a generic 

name under which were placed all small birds that 
frequented houses and gardens. They ate grain and insects 
and gathered in noisy flocks. 

• The Psalmist had become like a lonely bird [sparrow] on the 
housetop (Ps 102:7). These tiny birds were such social 
creatures that a lone sparrow was the symbol of deep 
loneliness.

• Sparrows build their untidy nests in the eaves of houses. 
Sparrows were not driven away when they built their nests 
in the Temple (Ps 84:3).

• In Jesus' time sparrows sold for a very low price - 2 for a 
copper coin, 5 for 2 copper coins (Mt 10:29; Lk 12:6). 
Perhaps this was the Temple price, for they were 
considered a poor man's sacrifice. Moses once directed 
healed lepers to bring two sparrows for a cleansing 
ceremony (Lv 14:1-7).

• Sometimes it seems that only God cares for sparrows. 
Cats, hawks, and naughty boys prey upon them. People 
complain about how they multiply, considering them pests. 
Yet, Jesus declared, "Not one of them will fall to the ground 
apart from your Father" (Mt 10:29). We may not esteem the 
little sparrow, but He used it to illustrate our Heavenly 
Father's watchful care: "You are of more value than many 
sparrows" (Mt 10:31; Lk 12:7).

Sparrow nests 
(Exobus)

Spanish sparrow, Negev, Spring 
2003 (Lotan)
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Stork
• Stork. This goose-sized bird looks ungainly in 

flight, with its legs dangling and its wings 
slowly flapping. But people in Israel were 
always glad to see the storks on their yearly 
migration from Europe to Africa. Storks had 
the reputation of bringing good luck. Farmers 
welcomed storks because they ate insects.

• Both black and white storks were often seen 
in Israel. White storks nest as high as 
possible, but since houses in Israel had low, 
flat roofs, they nested instead in the fir trees 
(Ps 104:17). They were considered unclean 
(Lv 11:19; Dt 14:18).

• The hasida (stork) in the sky knows her 
seasons (Je 8:7). the two women… had 
wings like the wings of a hasida (stork) (Zc 
5:9)

White stork migration (Nephron)

White stork (Coconia ciconia) 
(Elbaum) 

http://www.geocities.com/jelbaum/pics/birds/storks1b.JPG
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Swallow

• Swallow. The swallow is a migratory bird quite 
familiar to residents of Israel. Frequently on the move 
to warmer climates, swallows gather in huge flocks to 
travel thousands of miles. A chattering flock can 
make quite a racket (Is 38:14). 

• The psalmist makes an interesting distinction 
between the sparrow, who finds a home, and the 
swallow, who gets a nest (Ps 84:3). Only a 
permanent resident needs a home. Some 
translations render the Hebrew word for swallow as 
thrush (Je 8:7, NIV, NAS) or wryneck (Je 8:7, NEB).

• Swallows spend most of their time in the air, catching 
insects on the wing. They are beautiful birds, brightly 
coloured, with forked tails.

Swallow (hirundo 
rustica), Eilat IBRC 
13.3.2004

#Slide 27
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Swift

• Swift. A small migratory bird often confused with the swallow. 
Although they are similar, the two birds come from different families.

• Swifts are strong fliers that can travel short distances at over 160 kph. 
They spend much of their time feeding on airborne insects.

• The prophet Jeremiah must have known the migrating habits of the 
swift. He spoke of this bird and others that observe the time of their 
migration. In contrast, the rebellious people of Judah do not know the 
ordinance of the LORD (Je 8:7).

Common Swift (Apus 
apus apus) Värmland, 
Sweden, July 13, 2005 by 
 Jens Morin
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Thrush

• Thrush. Translated swallow in NKJV, but “thrush” by NAS and 
NIV. It is thought that the word āgúr in Is 38:14 and Je 8:7 should 
be translated ‘crane’ (IBD).

• In Ps 102:7, the lonely bird could refer to the Blue Rock Thrush, a 
solitary bird which sometimes perches on houses (IBD). 

Rock thrush (Lotan)
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Vulture

• Vulture. Large, loathsome members of the hawk family. When food is located, a large 
noisy group forms, and what seems like fighting, is in fact, each vulture helping the 
other to tear loose strips of meat. Once common, they are almost extinct from Israel 
today. 

• Mi 1:16 extend your baldness like the eagle (NAS) clearly suggests the Griffon vulture 
(Gypaetus fulvus) whose pale, down-covered head contrasts with the well-feathered 
heads of all eagles. are the only large vultures that are pale coloured. It lives in 
mountainous areas, nesting on cliff ledges. With a wingspan of up to 2.5m, it soars to 
great heights looking for food. Some authorities consider all cases of the Heb neser and 
of Gk aetos to be the Griffon (IBD):

– there the aetos (vultures) will gather (Mt 24:28) 
– Behold, one will fly swiftly like a neser (Griffon vulture) (Jer 48:40)
– Our pursuers were swifter than the nesarim (Griffon vultures) of the sky (Lam 4:19)

Griffon vulture (gyps fulvus)

Griffon vulture cruising low over the road at 
Mizpe Ramon (Lotan) 

Griffons in Eastern 
Rhodopes (Nephron.com) 
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Vulture

• The largest species of vultures have a wingspread of about 3.2m. Most 
vultures have bare heads and necks. However, the lammergeier has dirty-
white neck feathers and a tassel of dark feathers hanging from its beak. 
The Egyptian vulture likewise has neck feathers. A griffon's long neck is 
covered with fine white down.

• The ossifrage or bone-breaker (Heb peres Lv 11:13; Dt 14:12) accurately 
describes the lammergeier, which drops bones from a height on to rocks in 
order to break them and get the marrow within. 

• AV’s gier eagle Heb raham Lv 11:18; Dt 14:17) is likely to be the black-and-
white Egyptian vulture

• Vultures feed on dead bodies. For this reason they were unclean (Lv 11:13; 
Dt 14:12-13). Other EVV translate the word as buzzard, falcon, and 
bustard.

Egyptian Vulture 
(Neophron 
percnopterus)

Bearded vulture, aka 
Lammergeyer or 
Lammergeier eagle.


